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INTRODUCTION

Detection of stress biomarkers molecules through non-invasive methods is an important field of research. Sweat is a potential diagnostic fluid for early and
continuous human health monitoring, not only for stress-related conditions directly, but also other pathologies (e.g. associated to chronic diseases) [1]. The
simultaneous detection of multiple potential biomarkers in sweat samples, using simple and low cost electrochemical methods (detecting patterns or
“electrochemical fingerprints”) requiring no samples preparation and its correlation with physiological conditions is an attractive methodology, although not
straightforward, since the multiple possible biomarkers present very close oxidation potentials among other factors that hamper the detection [2]. Disposable
screen-printed electrodes (SPE) can be useful to overcome the difficulties and to build a future (bio)sensor. In the current study, a set of selected potential
stress related (non-protein) biomarkers (Tyr, Phe, DO, 5-HT, Cor), was used for a qualitative electrochemical detection on different screen-printed carbonbased electrodes . The detection was attained in simulated and real sweat samples and the most promising SPE carbon-based electrodes were selected.
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Typical individual differential pulse voltammograms (DPV) of different pre-selected biomarkers at carbon screen-printed

Figure 2. DPV responses of the biomarkers in sweat simulated solutions on A) C-SPE, B) MWCNT-SPE, C) SWCNT-SPE, D); the simulated

electrodes (C-SPE); biomarkers concentration is 10-5 M, electrolyte 86 mM phosphate buffer/ 18 mM NaCl, pH 7, according to the ISO
105-E04-2008E that defines the artificial sweat composition; DPV technical parameters: modulation time 50 ms, interval time 0.5 s, step
potential 5 mV, modulation amplitude 25 mV, scan rate 10.2 mVs-1.

sweat solution content: lactate, ascorbate/ascorbic ac., creatinine, glucose, dopamine, tryptophan, serotonin, tyrosine, phenylalanine,
histidine, cortisol), in which all components have the same concentration of 0.010 mM; the supporting electrolyte as Fig. 1; DPV parameters:
as in Fig 1.

Real sweat samples - electrochemical behavior

Sweat composition - detection
Examples of biomarkers identified in real sweat samples in
the present work
LC-MSMS

Lactate, Ascorbic ac., Arg, Creatinine, Glucose, DO, Trp, 5-HT, Tyr,
Phe, His, Cortisol, Glu, Ile, Lys, Gln, Epinephrine, Adenosine

EQ

Figure 3.

Table I.
Electrochemical fingerprints (DPV) of real sweat samples at different dilutions and SPE electrodes, namely, C-SPE and

DO, Tyr, Phe, 5-HT, cortisol

List of the examples of stress related biomarkers detected in real sweat samples in the course of

the project (still in progress) by analytical classic techniques (LC-MSMS) and electrochemistry (EQ)

MWCNT-SPE; same experimental conditions for the dilutions, experimental and technical parameters as in previous figures.

FINAL REMARKS
• Identified sweat biomarkers were electrochemical characterized in artificial sweat using different electrode materials and its features were compared with the real sweat samples electrochemical fingerprints;
• Identification of electrochemically detectable biomarkers patterns in sweat aiming the development of future in-situ/non-invasive biosensors.
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